
Snake Balls

**About Snake Balls**

Snake Balls is an arcade game by Ketchapp. Players have to shoot balls of different colors on a

line of colorful balls and combine balls of the same color. The aim of the game is to achieve the

highest possible score.

Snake Balls picks up on many elements of popular match 3 games, but combines them with a new

game design. In the game, a line of colorful balls keeps moving from the top of the screen. Your

goal is to prevent the snake from reaching the end of the path. For this you have to combine balls

of the same color. If you manage to match at least three balls of the same color, they explode. As

in other games of the game developer Ketchapp, you also have to achieve the highest possible

score in Snake Balls. If the snake reaches the end of the path, the game is over for you and you

have to try again.

**Snake Balls - Features:** 

- Shoot the ball: In Snake Balls, two things are needed above all else: speed and precision. A snake

of different colored balls moves down from the top of the field. It follows a path that winds across

the game screen. At the bottom of the field you have different balls available that you can now

shoot at the snake. It is important that you aim very well and skillfully place the ball in the row. If at

least three balls of the same color meet, they explode and disappear from the field. This makes

the queue automatically shorter and you get valuable points. You can collect points and combine

balls until the snake reaches the end of the path. Then the round is over and you have to start a

new attempt.

- Easy control: If you press your finger on the screen, you aim the ball towards the snake. With

simple wiping movements you can now determine where the ball should fly. Dashed lines help you

to predict the expected trajectory of the ball. To shoot the ball, all you have to do is release the

screen.

- Use special balls: As you progress in the game, there are special balls in line along with regular

bullets. If they explode, they trigger special actions. With the help of these special balls you can,

for example, make more than three bullets explode at once or let the snake rest for a short time.

Conclusion: Snake Balls is quite a challenging arcade game. As the snake moves constantly, the

balls must explode very quickly. Otherwise the snake will reach the end of the path after only a few

seconds.


